
When asking pupils to discuss artworks, the artworks themselves are
differentiated - some are more accessible than others.
The text on the Powerpoint may not be relevant for younger age groups, but
will guide delivery. 
Questioning can be used at most points of the lesson to increase the level of
challenge. Any slides with questions give a range for different abilities.
'We're Going on a Bear Hunt' is a text aimed at younger children, but the
activities are challenging enough that the text can be used effectively with
KS1 and 2 in this context as well.

Differentiation:

Lesson Plan 3 - We're Going on a Bear Hunt/ Fox in Socks

SOUND AND MUSICLesson 
Plan
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I can create an artwork on the theme of sound
I can talk about some of the ways that artists
have been inspired by sound and music
I can talk about an artwork and support 

I can identify settings in a story
I can use adjectives

Learning Aims:

       my ideas with evidence

Curriculum Links:
Art - produce creative work; evaluate and analyse creative works; know about
great artists, craft-makers and designers

Key Vocabulary:
sound, alliteration, onomatopoeia, rhyme, rhythm, adjective, location/setting

accompanying Powerpoint - emailed
'Sound Games' resource in the Teacher Pack
Artworks in 'Inside the Artwork' Pack
'We're Going on a Bear Hunt'
pencils, pens, paper

Resources:



TEACHING AND LEARNING ACTIVITIESLesson 
Plan

 

Play a sound game from the Sound Games resource. Explain to pupils that you will be
thinking about sound and music today. Ask them all to close their eyes and listen very
carefully. Which sounds can they hear?

READ 'WE'RE GOING ON A BEAR HUNT' or watch Michael Rosen perform it on Youtube
(link on SLIDE 2). Encourage pupils to join in with actions and sounds. Explore the
alliteration and onomatopoeia with pupils. 

MATCHING ARTWORKS - ask pupils to match the artworks on SLIDES 3 - 8 to the
different environments encountered in the story (the 'answers' are given in the notes
below each slide). Ask pupils how the artworks show us the sounds of the story. Which
adjectives can they use to describe the artworks?

DESCRIBING SOUND IN ARTWORKS - one at a time, show pupils the artworks on SLIDES
9 - 15 (hard copies in the 'Inside the Artwork' Pack). For each artwork, ask them to write
down/discuss which sounds they could hear if they stepped inside the painting. You
might want to get them to mime doing this! For each artwork, ask them to imagine this
is a location visited by the family in the story. Give each small group of pupils one of the
artworks each. Pupils should choose the most important sound for their artwork and
come up with a phrase describing the sound - just like the phrases from 'We're Going
on a Bear Hunt'. Encourage them to use adjectives, onomatopoeia, alliteration and
rhyme - just as the story does. 

Retell 'We're Going on a Bear Hunt' as a class, using the new locations and asking pupils
to provide the new descriptions of the environments! 

Ask pupils to choose one of the new story locations taken from the artworks, and to
draw/paint a picture of it, adding their written description somewhere on the finished
drawing. You could ask them to create it as an illustrated page for the book.

ask students to describe their favourite artwork from the lesson. Can they use lots of
juicy adjectives?!

Ask pupils to create an artwork showing one of the locations from 

Starter:

Main:

Plenary:

Homework:

      the book, or to describe one of the locations.


